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Introduction
Timbre is among the most evocative yet elusive attributes of music. It is through timbre that musicians can emote by manipulating the physical response of their acoustic instruments. Yet timbre is conspicuously absent from the digital luthier’s toolbox. Much synth design is still based on concepts from early analog and digital synthesis, or emulation of it using more recent techniques, while an audio engineer’s workbench is still based mainly on historical tools like oscilloscopes and signal generators. The long term goal of this project is to investigate the role of timbre in the design of sound synthesis and artificial intelligence tools that enable makers to create digital interactions with an understanding of how we listen. As a first step, we want to understand how two communities at the forefront of digital lutherie and audio signal processing currently engage with timbre in their scientific discourse. The annual International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) brings together researchers and artists working across disciplines of computer music and interaction design since 2001. Started a year earlier, the annual International Society for Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR) Conference represents the largest body of scholars and practitioners exploring new ways of intelligently analysing musical data. We conducted a linguistic analysis of papers published in NIME and ISMIR from 2001 and 2000, respectively, until 2022, which aimed to answer the following questions: How much is the term “timbre” used in each community? What is the intention for timbre within each community? What notion of timbre (e.g., acoustical, semantic, embodied) does each community operationalise?

Materials and Methods
Our methodology was based on techniques used by Jensenius (2014), Sullivan and Wanderley (2018), and Low et al. (2019). For both NIME and ISMIR, we considered their entire collection of proceedings, which are freely available for download in PDF format.† In total, after discarding a small number of PDF documents that were either not searchable (see below) or not convertible into plain text files, 1969 NIME papers and 2245 ISMIR papers were analysed. We first performed a keyword search through each year of proceedings to return the number of papers containing the term “timbre.” This involved a shell script (Jensenious, 2014; Sullivan & Wanderly, 2018) that returns the number and filenames of papers by year that match a given search query. It uses the mdfind -count terminal command which returns a spotlight search based on the OSX index of the files. Individual years were then grouped across periods reflecting the typical three-year cycle of research projects (the period covering early NIME meetings was extended to

† https://www.nime.org/archives/; https://ismir.net/conferences/
To understand how “timbre” is used in each conference corpus from one three-year period to the other, we continued with concordance and collocation analyses (Gablasova et al., 2017) of those papers that mentioned “timbre” within each period, which yielded a ranked list of closely associated terms. PDF files were converted to plain text format using the free AntFileConverter application (Anthony, 2022b). For text concordance and collocation, we used the free AntConc application (Anthony, 2022a). We looked for co-occurrences within five words to the left of “timbre” and five to the right, thus identifying looser word associations than the n-gram approach. Collocates were initially determined by maximum likelihood with Bonferroni adjustment. Results were then filtered manually to further remove generic or irrelevant terms.

Findings

Keyword Occurrence

Tables 1 and 2 report the number and proportion of NIME and ISMIR papers, respectively, that mention “timbre.” An initial observation is that the two distributions are very similar, on average 33.5% of all papers...
in both corpora, with only small fluctuations from period to period but also from year to year (not reported). For comparison purposes, we also report the usage of “pitch” (both corpora), “gesture” (NIME only) and “genre” (ISMIR only). Gesture dominates the NIME discourse (Jensenius, 2014), and genre has been a topic of constant interest to ISMIR (Low et al., 2019, Fig. 5). Pitch has long been favoured over timbre in music scholarship (though this is changing, see Dolan & Rehding, 2021), which often informs research practices in digital instrument design, music informatics, and machine listening. Therefore, we expected “pitch” to occur more frequently than “timbre” in the two corpora, and this is indeed what we observed: +24.39% or 1.8 times more in NIME and +31.21% or 2 times more in ISMIR (averaged across years). Our findings corroborate the centrality of the notion of gesture in NIME research (on average 5% more papers mentioned gesture over pitch). They further reveal a similarly salient role for pitch in the ISMIR literature (about 8.2% more papers mentioned pitch over genre; the difference was even higher for other “hot” topics such as similarity, rhythm, or recognition).

Concordance and Collocation

Tables 3 and 4 present ranked (by the number of papers that mention “timbre”) lists of words closely associated with timbre within each analysis period. In NIME, notions of controlling timbre changes or variation or spaces (Wessel, 1979) are prevalent across all periods—the three most frequent words in each period are always a combination of these four terms. The concept of timbre space also appears regularly in ISMIR, which is concerned primarily with modelling timbre features (of audio signals) or similarity (between audio signals). Here a shift in how the ISMIR community engages with timbre can be observed around 2017, from a more supporting role in tasks such as instrument recognition and music similarity until then to a more prominent place in deep learning based audio synthesis tasks such as timbre transfer (Hayes et al., 2021) and controllable sound design (Diaz et al., 2023) since about 2017. Terms related to semantic aspects of timbre (e.g., words, verbal, descriptors) appear in most NIME periods, but in ISMIR they are more frequent in the second decade of the conference. However, in contrast to empirical evidence of the role of timbre in musical emotion and mood (Hailstone et al., 2009; McAdams et al., 2017), we found only one related term (affect) and only in the NIME corpus (2011–13). Similarly, Tables 3 and 4 each contain only one word related to gesture. While the latter may not be a regular topic in MIR research, for NIME this finding suggests that its central scientific discourse of gesture may not consider issues of sensory experience and embodiment (cf. Jensenious, 2014, Table 3)—or if it does, timbre appears to be excluded from such considerations.

Perspectives

We have reported an analysis of published literature spanning more than twenty years of scientific research in digital music instruments (DMIs) and music information retrieval. The present findings support the initial claim that there is still limited timbre-based practice in the digital music making creative workflow. The fact that there are almost twice as many papers mentioning “pitch” than there are discussing “timbre” in both corpora implies that current design practices in DMIs and MIR systems encode assumptions about musical space that are primarily based on analytical concepts from music theory, such as the idea that music is made by discrete onset and release events. This contrasts with converging recent musicological theories which posit that timbre in contemporary music making and listening practices is as or even more important than pitch-based concepts like melody and harmony (Fink et al., 2018; Solomos, 2019). In other words,
timbre matters in digital music culture. Musical interaction—whether designing sounds or querying sound databases—and timbre perception are intimately linked processes (Hayes et al., 2022; Lam & Saitis, 2021), yet past and present scientific discourse in NIME and ISMIR does not adequately account for this relation.

The present analysis allowed us to quickly gain a high-level understanding of trends from a large collection of documents. In future work we aim to revisit the compiled documents to extract more nuanced information on digital music communities and timbre-based practice, including fine-tuning our analysis pipeline (e.g., search for syntactical variations of the same root word, expand window span of collocates, use dependency parsing techniques, use knowledge graphs) and expanding it on other relevant literature (e.g., International Computer Music Conference, Computer Music Journal, Sound and Music Computing Conference).
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